"The conquest of the earth, which mostly means the taking it away from those who have a different complexion or slightly flatter noses than ourselves, is not a pretty thing when you look into it too much," says Marlow, in the opening pages of Joseph Conrad's *Heart of Darkness*. As the maker of some of American theater's most haunting images over the last two decades, Ping Chong honors Marlow's observation in his new piece about the atrocities committed in the Congo under Belgium's King Leopold II. Between 1880 and 1920, in the European scramble for Africa's rubber, ivory, and other resources, forced laborers in the Congo were routinely brutalized, their hands cut off as punishment. Some 8 million people were slaughtered.

Striking a style that might be called engaged formalism, Chong and his co-writer and co- 's *King Leopold's Ghost*, manage to create elegant theater without aestheticizing their gruesome subject. *Blind Ness: The Irresistible Light of Encounter* mixes slide projections, a vivid soundscape, abstract choreography, and shadow puppets with documentary material and several intersecting narratives, dramatized and delivered in telegraphic reports.

Out of a chorus of 17 actors—most of them students from Kent State University, where Chong originated *Blind Ness*—the key players emerge. The central figure, of course, is the conniving King Leopold II (M. Burke Walker), who patiently maneuvers his way to international support, employing paid lobbyists and promising to bring Africa moral uplift. Even using quick strokes—such as Leopold menacing a servant over his breakfast menu—Chong and Rohd spend a long time establishing the king as a gluttonous con man, and in these early sequences, the actors flounder between buffoonish caricature and unadorned presentation.

But as Leopold's opponents enter the story, the piece finds its dramatic drive.
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